SPRING TERM 2019 – Curriculum Plan - LIME CLASS
SCIENCE
Sound
We will have fun finding out:
how sounds are made, about vibrations, finding
patterns between the pitch of a sound and features
of the object, finding patterns between the volume
of a sound and the strength of the vibrations, and
that sounds get fainter as the distance from the
sound source increases!
Light
Sources of light, to know how to make shadows/ to
be able to explain what happens to make a shadow,
to know whether all objects block light.
RE

Identify and belonging. – Belonging to a family, a
community, challenges and religious leadership.
Prayer, worship and reflection. Communicating through
sacred spaces and prayer.
Beliefs and practices. Ultimate questions. Different ideas
about God, creation and ultimate questions.
Easter - Exploring Lent, Holy Week and Salvation.

MUSIC:

Learn ‘Sign to sing’ song.
Learn songs for Easter Service.
Ukele
PSHE/S.E.A.L FOCUS:
Going for Goals
Good to be me
Empathy with others suffering
How people felt during the war
How people ‘stuck together

Art & Design Technology

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY: ‘World War 2’

Who was involved in the War?
How far did it spread?
What happened to towns
Europe, map work and
countries involved in the war.
Direction of attack from
forces.

during the war?
plotting
German/Allied

History of WW2
Why did it happen?
Life during WW2 + Wartime
Toys and entertainment
The impact of WW2
Evacuees
Rationing Europe

homes.

‘Dig for Victory’

War art from WW2 including
propaganda posters.
Sketching- Henry Moore- The blitz
in the Underground
Printing skills –medals
Rationing in food tech and make
some of the wartime recipes
following research.
Anderson Shelters
Cooking with home grown veg

COMPUTING:

Coding using Scratch software.
Use simple algorithms to create a
short animation.
Select characters correctly to
match a scene.
Learn to animate characters with
movement and speech in a story.

FRENCH:

Language Angels Unit - L’ancienne histoire de la Grande Bretagne

P.E.

Games
Swimming Year 3 until half-term.
Gymnastics - after half-term

British Values:
British cultures still effected by the war today.

